Pittsburg State University
Department of Music / Pittsburg, Kansas

MID-AMERICA YOUTH SYMPHONY SPRING CONCERT

Saturday, April 11, 1981
McCray Recital Hall
7:30 p.m.

PROGRAM

JUNIORS

Bile 'Em Cabbage Down ----------------------------- Traditional

Devil's Dream ------------------------------- Variation One by Frankie Kelly
                                         Traditional

Theme From Ice Castles ------------------------------- Marvin Hamlisch
                                         Arr. Philip H. Fink

Conducted by Bruce Dunfee

The Harmonious Blacksmith Suite ----------------------------- Handel
                                          I. Harmonious Blacksmith
                                          II. Minuet from "Alcina"
                                          III. Bourree from "Water Music"
                                          IV. Hornpipe from "Water Music"

Pizzicato Popcorn ------------------------------- Gershon Kingsley
                                         Arr. Jacques Rizzo

INTERMISSION

YOUTH SYMPHONY

Concerto in A minor, op. 3, no. 6 ----------------------------- Vivaldi
                                          Allegro Moderato (first movement)
                                          Students of Peg Varvel and Norma Jean Seaton
                                          conducted by Norma Jean Seaton

Youth Overture ----------------------------- Emma Lou Diemer

Overture to Egmont ----------------------------- Beethoven

Overture to William Tell ----------------------------- Rossini
                                          Arr. Lehmeier

Conducted by James Jones

Star Wars Medley ----------------------------- John Williams
YOUTH SYMPHONY PERSONNEL
Carolann Martin, Conductor
James Jones, Assistant Conductor

Violin I
Julie Atteberry, Joplin
Janet Kemm, Joplin
Arvsha Gupta, Pittsburg

Violin II
Melissa Spaulding, Pittsburg
Alice Cook, Pittsburg
Shannon Wettstein, Pittsburg
Cheryl Boys, Pittsburg
Hope Menghini, Pittsburg
Brett Cole, Neosho
Mike White, Neosho

Viola
Lisa Walther, Pittsburg
Deborah Mason, Pittsburg

Cello
Denise Neil, Parsons
Kathy Snyder, Joplin
Teresa Cole, Neosho
Mark Appier, Pittsburg
Alex Koch, PSU, Streamwood, IL

Bass
Bill Sheverbush, Pittsburg
James Jones, PSU, Sarcoxie, MO

Flute
Beth Turley, PSU, Paola
Jennifer Woodroof, Parsons
Ellen Harrington, Columbus
Janice Lancaster, PSU, Ft. Scott

Oboe
Gary Mitchell, Baxter Springs
Toni Jo Tucker, Cherryvale

Clarinet
Rene Russell, Joplin
Trevor Layden, Pittsburg
Scott Lane, Liberal

Bassoon
Ann Martel, Pittsburg
Ginny LeClerc, Pittsburg

Saxophone
Laura Mae Norris, PSU, Zion, IL
Cheryl Freeman, PSU, Fort Scott

French Horn
Richard Walters, PSU, Wichita
Laura Hedges, Pittsburg

Trumpet
Jeanne Fiene, PSU, Downers Grove, IL
Jim Sherman, PSU, Merriam

Trombone
Stuart Gardner, Joplin
Greg Hartline, PSU, Bridgewater, NJ

Bass Trombone
Bruce Dunfee, PSU, Pittsburg

Tuba
Tom Mahan, PSU, Pittsburg

Percussion
Scott Stocking, Joplin
Mark Poulis, PSU, Garnett
Patty Love, PSU, Fair Grove, MO
Melvin Baum, PSU, Garnett

JUNIOR STRINGS PERSONNEL
Patty Laing, Conductor
Bruce Dunfee, Assistant Conductor

Violins
Carl Cook, Pittsburg co-leader
Chris Thornburg, Pittsburg, co-leader
Tess Bateman, Pittsburg
Maria Boys, Pittsburg
Buffy Brady, Pittsburg
Carole Butler, Joplin
Matt McGrath, Pittsburg
Sara McGrath, Pittsburg
John Meats, Pittsburg
Amy Rhodo, Pittsburg
Suzette Thornburg, Pittsburg
Katherine Vollen, Pittsburg

Celli
John Boys, Pittsburg
Howard Kersey, Pittsburg

Bassoon
Jim Walther, Pittsburg

Bass
Bruce Dunfee

Piano
Mrs. Butler

Vivaldi soloists